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Put your money on a happy marriage
Engaged couples should discuss finances
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Sue Panger , owner and operator of Sue Panger and Associates, has been providing marriage counseling in Kenosha for
about 20 years. She says discussing money and finances before heading into marriage is vital. ( Submitted photo )
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Bogdala listens before making proposal

Financial discussions for engaged couples often center on their wedding day.
A soon-to-be husband and wife will talk about the cost of the wedding dress, the rings, the reception
— but discussing finances for all the days following the wedding day is even more important.
Combining two lives in marriage also means joining two incomes, views on money and approaches to
keeping finances in check.
Sue Panger, owner and operator of Sue Panger and Associates, has been providing marriage counseling in Kenosha for
about 20 years. Panger said discussing money and finances before heading into marriage is vital.
“Money is a super important issue that needs to be honestly looked at,” Panger said. “Many people are afraid to look at
how they spend money.”
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And those spending habits could look very different in days
leading up to the wedding compared to life afterward.
“I think in the courtship phase, everyone is a lot freer with
money,” Panger said. “There’s a lot more lightheartedness
then.
“If someone is attracted to another person because of their
income, they need to look at how they earned that income.
Someone who is a higher wage earner may have earned
that money through their thrift. They may not be as willing
to spend money as their partner may want. We really need
to take a close look at one another before we take a look at
devotion to one another.”
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Working as a team
Joe Clark, a certified public accountant and a partner at
Tirabassi, Felland and Clark, in Kenosha, said that postwedding life requires couples to find strategies and
approaches that work for their new financial situation.
“You certainly need to be able to communicate about finances and have a plan,” Clark said. “As individuals, you have bills
and know what to pay for. You need to plan and have a budget as a couple.”
Clark said he has seen couples keep their individual finances very separate after a marriage, but he said working
together on money issues is often part of the role of a spouse.
“If you’re married, you should be a team financially,” Clark said. “You are planning for a lifetime together.”
The excitement of the engagement period does not mean ignoring the realities of life ahead either. In Wisconsin, a
community property state, marriage also means sharing each others’ taxes owed to the IRS.
Clark said couples should seriously discuss what finances they are bringing into their marriage before the big day.
“Both spouses are responsible for delinquent taxes on the day they say ‘I do,’ unless they have a pre-nuptial agreement
that has been filed with the Internal Revenue Service,” Clark said. “If there are any tax liabilities out there, you need to
address that out front.”
Clark said he had seen an engaged woman come to his office concerned about her fiancee’s delinquent tax records. The
arguments that started with that situation led to the couple breaking off their engagement, Clark said.
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Children may still be a few years off for engaged couples, but Panger said the financial impact of having children should
be discussed well before a couple starts buying diapers.
“If a parent wants to be able to stay home for a few years with a child, that needs to be thoroughly discussed and shared,”
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Panger said. “Will you be able to handle economic downturns? Are you a couple that can handle downsizing? There
should be a sense where each spouse stands.”
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Where engaged couples are in their own lives also can affect their financial choices, Panger said.
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“If you’re younger, I would suggest pooling your money and start creating a nest egg,” Panger said. “If you’re older or
have been married before, it is important to look at a pre-nuptial. If you have children and want to secure their
inheritance, you need to determine what is saved for them. A pre-nuptial agreement is helpful to keeping those things
square.”
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The engagement period is also the time to start thinking about circumstances hopefully much further down the line.
While the subject initially may seem morbid, it’s OK to discuss preparations for the financial aftermath of the death or
potential disability of a spouse.
Clark said the easiest option is term life insurance, which can replace income that is lost should a spouse die. And
disability insurance, which provides for lost wages if an injury or disability prevents a spouse from working, should be
considered. Thinking about these scenarios on the verge of getting married may not feel uplifting, but Clark said it is
important to prepare yourself and your family for the life you are getting ready to begin.
“There are so many people out there who are underinsured,” Clark said. “Anyone thinking about getting married and
having children and a mortgage should consider getting a significant life insurance policy. You plan for the worst and
hope for the best.”
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